
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FASCHING und 
KARNEVAL 

FASTNACHTSDIENST AG 

Fastnachtsdienstag - Shrove Tuesday 

This is essentially an extension of Rosenmontag, but the atmosphere is slightly tempered by the 
impending end of the fifth season on Ash Wednesday. It is also known as Veilchendiensta9 , or Violet 
Tuesday - a continuation of the misleading flower theme which one innocent fool once used to 
name the whole Karneval weekend: Nelkensamstag (Carnation Saturday), Tulpensonntag, {Tulip Sunday) 
and Rosenmontag. However, flowers play very little part in proceedings. :_ __ 

Pancake Day and Shrove Tuesday 

Shrove Tuesday is commonly known as 

Pancake Day or Pancake Tuesday. Usually 

pancakes are served for dessert. Pancakes are 

associated with the day preceding Lent because 

they were a way to use up rich foods such as 

eggs, milk, and sugar, before Lenten fasting. 

On Tuesday, the outlying commu
nities host parades that are smaller in 
scale but still very lively, and more 
user-friendly for families. 

Carnival time concludes with the so-called 
"Carnival funeral" symbolizing the drown
ing or interment of winter. A dummy 
made of straw is borne through the streets 
in solemn procession to the accompaniment 
of a funeral march, and after a funeral 
oration is thrown into the fountain. 

The Tuesday after Rose Monday marks the last day of the carnival season and is observed with 
smaller parades and parties in Germany. For carnival enthusiasts in other parts of the world, however, 
Shrove Tuesday, also known as Fat Tuesday or Mardi Gras in French marks the highlight of the 
carnival season. In cities such as New Orleans, Venice and Rio de Janeiro cheerful and colorful 
crowds take over the streets with spectacular parades. Ash Wednesday marks the end of the year's 
craziest "season" and ushers in the solemn weeks of Lent. 

Dienstag (Tuesday): Fasnachtsdienstag 

(Shrove Tuesday), Mardi Gras (Fat Tuesday), 

Veilchendienstag (Violet Tuesday) 

At midnight on Fat Tuesday, 
crowds gather at the university sector 
and in pubs to bum the Kameval spir
it in effigy, sending with the flaming 
dummies their worries and woes, 
knowing an unburdened Karneval 
spirit will return. Straw dolls are 
burned or buried all over town as 
scapegoats for Fifth Season transgres
sions. Walking a quiet city on Ash 
Wednesday, it is a new world of tran
quility and sanity. 

Begin again, but carry Ka.rneval's 
to ler ance dic tum, "Jede Jeck es 
anders," or "every revelers' different." 

Nubbe/verbrennung - Straw-Man Bonfires 

Late in the night of Shrove Tuesday, there are 

special carnival bonfires known as the 

Nubbe/verbrennung, or "burning of the straw man" 

(der Nubbel). These bonfires, which usually take 

place on the street in front of oubs. are a svmbolic 
burning of the sins committed during Karneval. 

During Karneval (sometimes beginning on 

November 11) you can see the dressed-up 

Nubbel straw men displayed on the front of bars 

awaiting their doom. In recent years there has also 

been a children's version of the 

Nubbelverbrennung in the afternoon. 


